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Abstract
Accelerating the discovery of novel and more ef-
fective therapeutics is an important pharmaceuti-
cal problem in which deep learning is playing an
increasingly significant role. However, real-world
drug discovery tasks are often characterized by a
scarcity of labeled data and significant covariate
shift—a setting that poses a challenge to stan-
dard deep learning methods. In this paper, we
present Q-SAVI, a probabilistic model able to ad-
dress these challenges by encoding explicit prior
knowledge of the data-generating process into a
prior distribution over functions, presenting re-
searchers with a transparent and probabilistically
principled way to encode data-driven modeling
preferences. Building on a novel, gold-standard
bioactivity dataset that facilitates a meaningful
comparison of models in an extrapolative regime,
we explore different approaches to induce data
shift and construct a challenging evaluation setup.
We then demonstrate that using Q-SAVI to inte-
grate contextualized prior knowledge of drug-like
chemical space into the modeling process affords
substantial gains in predictive accuracy and cali-
bration, outperforming a broad range of state-of-
the-art self-supervised pre-training and domain
adaptation techniques.

1. Introduction
Discovering novel drug candidates that are able to safely
and effectively treat neglected diseases or combat multidrug-
resistant pathogens is a challenging biomedical research
problem of considerable scientific and societal importance.
Leveraging modern deep learning algorithms to accurately
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Figure 1. In early-stage drug discovery, bioactivity labels are usu-
ally only available for a small and biased subset of compounds (a).
However, predictions are often most useful for novel molecules
that are dissimilar to the ones already explored—an evaluative
setting in which deep learning algorithms perform unreliably (b).
We demonstrate that using a regularizing distribution over func-
tions to encode prior knowledge of drug-like chemical space into
the modeling process improves the predictive performance and
calibration of neural networks in this extrapolative regime (c).

predict clinically relevant molecular properties and reduce
the need for time- and resource-intensive experiments has
the potential to significantly accelerate the development of
promising and innovative chemical leads in drug discovery.

A key feature of practical early-stage drug discovery re-
search is the application of predictive models to novel com-
pounds that are structurally or functionally dissimilar to
molecules that have already been explored (see Figure 1). In
such an extrapolative regime, the practical utility of machine
learning systems hinges on their ability to (a) robustly gener-
alize to unexplored areas of chemical space and (b) reliably
indicate when they fail to do so by generating well-cali-
brated predictive uncertainty estimates. However, standard
deep learning algorithms often perform poorly under covari-
ate shift, generating both incorrect and highly miscalibrated
predictions (Ovadia et al., 2019; Koh et al., 2021). This is
particularly problematic in the context of early-stage drug
discovery, where experimental labels are expensive to ac-
quire and therefore only available for a small and often
highly biased subset of compounds.
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Figure 2. When trained on a small and highly biased subset of chemical space, standard neural networks (gray) rarely generalize well in
the extrapolative regime. Our approach enables the construction of a problem-informed regularizing prior distribution over functions to
place soft constraints on a neural network’s hypothesis space, enabling better generalization and uncertainty quantification under covariate
shift. In-distribution training points are shown in (blue) and out-of-distribution test points are shown in (red).

To improve the predictive performance of deep learning
algorithms in such resource-constrained, low-data settings,
we may wish to use relevant prior knowledge about the
problem domain to specify inductive biases that make some
predictive functions more likely than others. Common ap-
proaches to imbuing neural networks with useful inductive
biases include (a) pre-training them on larger, potentially
unlabeled datasets (Finn et al., 2017; Tan et al., 2018; Bom-
masani et al., 2021) and (b) adjusting their architectures to
mirror appropriate invariances of their input domain (Bron-
stein et al., 2017; Satorras et al., 2021). However, these
approaches are only an indirect—and often insufficiently
precise—way of translating explicit modeling preferences
into constraints over a neural network’s hypothesis space.

In this paper, we present an alternative approach. To encode
domain-informed prior knowledge of the data-generating
process into neural network training, we specify a prior dis-
tribution over the space of Quantitative Structure-Activity
mappings evaluated at a carefully selected set of context
points, and perform Variational Inference in the resulting
probabilistic model (see Figure 2). We will refer to this
method as Q-SAVI.

To demonstrate the practical utility of this approach, we
construct a robust evaluation setup based on a carefully
pre-processed bioactivity dataset. We then apply several dif-
ferent techniques to induce strong covariate and label shifts,
resulting in challenging and practically meaningful train-
test splits. Finally, we use Q-SAVI to specify explicit and
problem-informed prior knowledge of drug-like chemical
space and show that this substantially improves the predic-
tive accuracy and calibration of deep learning algorithms
in an out-of-distribution setting, outperforming a range of
strong self-supervised pre-training, domain adaptation, and
ensembling techniques.

Code and datasets are provided at:
https://github.com/leojklarner/Q-SAVI.

2. Predicting Properties to Discover Drugs
The overarching objective of small molecule drug discovery
is to identify compounds that modulate a biological target
of interest and elicit a therapeutically beneficial response.
Unfortunately, the process of discovering a promising can-
didate to take into clinical trials is difficult and often unsuc-
cessful, as the search space of viable drug-like molecules
X = {m1,m2, ...} is vast, with estimates of |X | ranging
from 1020 to 1060 (Bohacek et al., 1996; Ertl, 2003; Pol-
ishchuk et al., 2013). This is compounded by the inherent
experimental limitations of medicinal chemistry, meaning
that labels can only be acquired for a vanishingly small
subset of compounds X ′ ⊂ X , with |X ′| � |X |. Natu-
rally, this has generated substantial interest in training su-
pervised machine learning algorithms on available data
D = {(xi,yi)|xi ∈ X ′,yi ∈ Y}Ni=1 to predict the proper-
ties of compounds in X \ X ′.

As the purpose of such models is to accelerate the discovery
of novel and more effective therapeutics, predictions are
usually desired most on compounds that are meaningfully
dissimilar to molecules in X ′. Were X ′ sampled uniformly
from X , that is, X ′ ∼ U(X ), these predictions would be
made in an interpolative regime, in which standard regular-
ization techniques such as weight decay, dropout (Srivastava
et al., 2014), and batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy,
2015) constitute effective approaches to minimizing the
expected loss on new samples from U(X ).

In practice, however, the composition of X ′ is largely de-
termined by empirical considerations such as compound
availability and the preferences and intuitions of medicinal
chemists, resulting in a highly biased subsample X ′ ∼ p̃X .
This means that, in order to reliably predict the properties
of novel and scientifically interesting compounds, it is es-
sential for machine learning algorithms to perform well
in an extrapolative regime. As this requirement is distinct
from in-distribution generalization, standard approaches to
regularization are unlikely to be effective.
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Instead, we propose an alternative regularization scheme—
Q-SAVI—that builds on the fact that we are able to approxi-
mately sample from U(X ) through large chemical databases
such as ZINC (Irwin et al., 2020) or GDB (Polishchuk et al.,
2013) to specify arbitrary modeling preferences on X \ X ′.
Specifically, we construct a probabilistic model of neural
network functions and define a tractable prior distribution
over parametric function mappings evaluated at points in
U(X ). We then extend this probabilistic model to include
a label-space prior over X , which encodes contextualized
information on p̃X and Y , and demonstrate empirically that
variational inference in this probabilistic model results in
neural networks that make accurate predictions in regions
of chemical space that they can reliably extrapolate to while
generating well-calibrated predictive uncertainty estimates
that indicate when correct predictions are unlikely.

3. Related Work
Starting with foundational attempts to link the electronic
properties of different substituents to the reactivity (Ham-
mett, 1937) and bioactivity (Hansch et al., 1962) of benzoic
acid derivatives, the problem of predicting the properties of
a molecule from its structure has long received considerable
attention (Cherkasov et al., 2014). While simpler algo-
rithms such as support vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik,
1995) and random forests (Breiman, 2001) remain a popular
choice for such quantitative structure-activity relationship
(QSAR) models, recent years have seen substantial interest
in applying modern deep learning algorithms to this task
(Ma et al., 2015; Gawehn et al., 2016; Zhang et al., 2017),
including important attempts to improve their performance
in low-data and out-of-distribution regimes.

Self-supervised pre-training techniques. To this end,
Hu et al. (2019) and Rong et al. (2020) have introduced
a range of self-supervised objectives to pre-train graph neu-
ral networks and graph transformers on a set of unlabeled
molecular structures to generate initializations that can be
efficiently fine-tuned on downstream tasks. However, the
out-of-distribution generalization of their approaches was
only assessed on scaffold splits—a setting that may under-
estimate of covariate and label shift encountered in many
practical applications (Wallach and Heifets, 2018).

Domain adaptation techniques. Building on the fact that
biases in the data collection process are often known at train-
ing time, domain adaptation and generalization techniques
(Ganin et al., 2016; Sun and Saenko, 2016; Sagawa et al.,
2019; Arjovsky et al., 2019) aim to improve the performance
of deep learning algorithms in out-of-distribution settings by
leveraging pre-specified domain indicators. However, these
methods—originally developed for image data—have been
found to provide limited benefits in the context of molecular
property prediction (Ji et al., 2022).

Bayesian inference-based techniques. Bayesian Neural
Networks (BNNS; Neal (1996)) provide a principled proba-
bilistic framework for posterior inference over neural net-
works parameters and have long been explored in the context
of drug discovery (Burden and Winkler, 1999; Burden et al.,
2000). Even though they conceptually guarantee robustness
in low-data regimes, their empirical performance often falls
short of ensembling techniques or even standard stochastic
gradient descent (Ovadia et al., 2019; Foong et al., 2019;
Farquhar et al., 2020), including in the context of molecular
property prediction (Ryu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).

While these approaches may improve the robustness of deep
learning algorithms in some settings, they are limited in the
extent to which they can encode problem-specific modeling
preferences that, for example, encourage high predictive
uncertainty away from the training data or specify prior
knowledge of synthetic accessibility and patentability. For
instance, the standard parameter-space formulation of BNNs
precludes the specification of semantically meaningful prior
information due to the highly non-linear and complex re-
lationship between a neural network’s parameters and the
functions they encode.

Building on recent work that aims to address the shortcom-
ings of BNNs (e.g., in specifying meaningful prior distri-
butions and providing reliable uncertainty quantification)
via function-space variational inference (Sun et al., 2019;
Rudner et al., 2021; 2022b), we reframe QSAR modeling as
inferring a posterior distribution over functions. We do so by
specifying a prior distribution over function mappings along
with a prior distribution over function evaluation points and
performing variational inference in this probabilistic model,
which allows us to explicitly encode prior beliefs about the
distribution over functions as well as about the structure of
the input space into neural network training.

4. Quantitative Structure-Activity VI
Consider the supervised learning setup outlined in Sec-
tion 2, with the objective of training a machine learn-
ing model on the experimental labels of N independent
and identically distributed samples drawn from a biased
subset of chemical space, resulting in the data realiza-
tionsD = {xi,yi}Ni=1 = (xD,yD) of inputs xi ∈ X ′ ⊂ X
and labels yi ∈ Y , where Y ⊆ RK for regression and
Y ⊆ {0, 1}K for classification tasks with K labels.

Let pY|f(X;Θ) be an observation model of the labels Y
given a latent stochastic function f(X; Θ) : X × RP → Y
induced by a set of stochastic parameters Θ ∈ RP and
evaluated at a set of input points X ∈ X . Additionally, let
pf(X;Θ) be a prior distribution over such latent stochastic
functions. pY|f(X;Θ)(yD | f(xD;θ)) is then the likelihood
of observing labels yD under f(xD;θ) — a realization of
the stochastic function evaluated at inputs xD.
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Instead of formulating the posterior inference problem as
finding the posterior distribution over stochastic parameters
Θ, we follow Rudner et al. (2021) and reframe variational
inference in stochastic neural networks as finding a posterior
distribution over the latent stochastic functions f(xD; Θ)
at the training points xD. In particular, while the parameter-
space Bayesian inference problem is given by

pΘ|D(Θ | D) =
pY|Θ,X(yD |θ,xD) pΘ(θ)

pY|X(yD |xD)
, (1)

the inference problem over f(xD;θ) is expressed by

pf(X;Θ)|D(f(xD;θ) | D)

=
pY|f(X;Θ)(yD | f(xD;θ)) pf(X;Θ)(f(xD;θ))

pY|X(yD |xD)
,

(2)

which includes an explicit dependence on the function-space
prior evaluated at the training points pf(X;Θ)(f(xD;θ)),
which allows us to specify arbitrary preferences for suitable
parametric function mappings f .

To show how the inference problem in Equation (1)
and Equation (2) are related, note that for a prior distri-
bution over parameters pΘ, the prior distribution pf(X;θ)

over f(xD;θ) induced by pΘ is given by

pf(X;Θ)(f(xD;θ))

=

∫
RP

pΘ(θ′) δ(f(xD;θ)− f(xD;θ′)) dθ′,
(3)

and, similarly, the posterior distribution pf(X;Θ)|D over
f(xD;θ) induced by the posterior distribution over parame-
ters pΘ|D is given by

pf(X;Θ)|D(f(xD;θ) | D)

=

∫
RP

pΘ|D(θ′ | D) δ(f(xD;θ)− f(xD;θ′)) dθ′,
(4)

where δ(·) is the Dirac delta function (Wolpert, 1993; Rud-
ner et al., 2022a). In the remainder of this section, subscripts
will be dropped from probability density functions when the
dependence is clear from context.

We will now extend this function-space formulation of
Bayesian inference to define a probabilistic model that is
able to integrate prior knowledge of the full input space X
beyond a biased subset of training points xD ⊆ X ′. Specifi-
cally, we extend the probabilistic model above to the random
variables f({X,XC}; Θ) and XC , where XC ⊆ X \ X ′ is
a set of context points, yielding the posterior distribution

p(f({xD,xC};θ),xC | D) (5)

=
p(yD | f(xD;θ)) p(f({xD,xC};θ) |xD,xC) p(xC)

p(yD |xD)

where, for a stochastic function evaluation f({xD,xC};θ)
defined by a valid stochastic process over f(· ; Θ),
the likelihood p(yD | f(xD;θ)) and marginal likelihood
pY|X(yD |xD) are independent of f(XC ; Θ) and XC by
marginal consistency.

For non-linear function mappings f : X × RP → Y param-
eterized by high-dimensional Θ ∈ RP , the inference prob-
lem specified in Equation (5) is analytically intractable. In-
stead, we may frame it variationally as

min
qΘ∈QqΘ

DKL(qf({X,XC};Θ),XC ‖ pf({X,XC};Θ),XC|D) (6)

for some variational distribution over parameters qΘ in a
variational familyQqΘ

(Wainwright and Jordan, 2008). Let-
ting the variational distribution factorize as

qf({X,XC};Θ),XC =̇ qf({X,XC};Θ)qXC = qf({X,XC};Θ)pXC ,
(7)

and assuming that qXC = pXC , we can reformulate the
inference problem above in a simplified form as

min
qΘ∈QqΘ

EpXC

[
DKL(qf(X;Θ)|XC ‖ pf(X;Θ)|XC,D)

]
, (8)

which can in turn be equivalently expressed as

max
qΘ∈QqΘ

{
EqΘpXC

[log p(yD | f(xD;θ))]

− DKL(qf({X,XC};Θ) ‖ pf({X,XC};Θ))

}
.

(9)

If pΘ is chosen to be an isotropic Gaussian distribution and
QqΘ

is the family of mean-field Gaussian distributions, the
prior and variational distributions in Equation (9) can be ap-
proximated using the local linearization scheme introduced
in Rudner et al. (2022a). These approximations result in
a factorized variational objective, making stochastic varia-
tional inference and stochastic gradient-based optimization
techniques applicable (Hinton and van Camp, 1993; Graves,
2011; Hoffman et al., 2013; Blundell et al., 2015).

By enabling the specification of the context point dis-
tribution pXC and the prior distribution over functions
pf({X,XC};Θ), this framework enables us to explicitly en-
code arbitrary modeling preferences as distributions that
place high probability mass on relevant regions of the input
domain and specify prior knowledge of preferred parametric
function mappings on unlabelled data points.

After optimizing the variational objective with respect to
the parameters of qΘ, we obtain samples from approximate
posterior predictive distribution through

q(y∗ |x∗) ≈
1

M∗

∑M∗

j=1
p(y∗ | f(x∗;θ

(j))), (10)

with θ(j) ∼ qΘ and M∗ being the number of Monte Carlo
samples used to estimate the predictive distribution.
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5. Empirical Evaluation
To demonstrate the practical utility of Q-SAVI, we establish
a robust evaluation setup: In Section 5.1, we argue that
many commonly-used bioactivity datasets may not be able
to meaningfully assess the extrapolative power of supervised
machine learning algorithms and present a carefully cleaned
and pre-processed alternative dataset and in Section 5.2, we
define an appropriate set of statistics to quantify covariate
and label shifts in chemical space and use them to investigate
the extent to which different splitting techniques induce data
shift. In Section 5.3, we then use this experimental setup to
demonstrate that employing Q-SAVI to incorporate domain-
informed prior knowledge into the modeling process leads
to significant gains in predictive accuracy and calibration,
outperforming a range of strong self-supervised pre-training,
domain adaptation, and ensembling techniques. Finally,
in Section 5.4, we show that these strong empirical results
extend to real-world production settings by evaluating our
method on the time-split data presented in Ma et al. (2015).

5.1. Curating an Appropriate Dataset

A fundamental obstacle to training and evaluating QSAR
models in the public domain is the scarcity of sufficiently
large datasets with high-quality labels (Schneider et al.,
2020). Even though collections of publicly available bioac-
tivity data exist (Wu et al., 2018; Huang et al., 2021),
they are often sourced directly from repositories of high-
throughput screening (HTS) data such as PUBCHEM (Kim
et al., 2019), CHEMBL (Mendez et al., 2019) or TOX-
CAST (Richard et al., 2016) without significant filtering or
pre-processing. While this approach maximizes the num-
ber of available data points, it may reduce the discrim-
inative power of model performance comparisons. For
instance, a well-known problem of confirmatory dose-
response screens—which make up the bulk of measure-
ments in the above repositories—is that they usually contain
a large number of reproducible false positive readouts (in
many cases up to 95% of hits (Thorne et al., 2010)) caused
by molecular substructures that interfere with an assay’s
readout system (Baell and Holloway, 2010; Dahlin et al.,
2015). Using such data without further processing runs the
risk of simply testing for the ability of algorithms to mem-
orize these substructures instead of assessing meaningful
extrapolative performance (Klarner et al., 2022).

To curate a dataset of sufficient quality to enable an in-
formative comparison of predictive models, we used the
measurement meta-data of bioactivity and toxicity screens
to prioritize certain data points for further inspection. After
surveying the publications associated with the most promis-
ing datasets, we selected a high-quality screening campaign
for inhibitors of the development of liver-stage malaria par-
asites for further processing (Antonova-Koch et al., 2018).

OH

NH2

OH

NH2

OH

NH2

NH2

Figure 3. Schematic representation of extended-connectivity fin-
gerprints (left) and RDKIT fingerprints (right). Both methods
operate on the topological graph of a molecule and enumerate
all labeled subgraphs up to a certain diameter, differing only in
the space of substructures they consider. While RDKITFPS enu-
merate subgraphs of any shape, ECFPS are restricted to radial
substructures. Once extracted, this set of subgraphs is hashed into
a fixed-length bit vector.

Specifically, we retrieved and reprocessed the raw measure-
ment data to remove likely false positives and other experi-
mental artifacts, yielding a binary classification dataset with
7,301 inactive and 849 active molecules, each measured
in biological duplicate and confirmed as a true positive or
negative through a set of quality-assuring counter-screens
(see Appendix A for full details).

5.2. Inducing and Quantifying Data Shift

Featurization. Commonly used techniques to numeri-
cally represent the structural properties of a molecule in-
clude strings, graphs, and topological fingerprints. For the
following experiments, each molecule was featurized as
both an extended-connectivity fingerprint (ECFP; Rogers
and Hahn (2010)) and an RDKIT fingerprint (RDKITFPS),
using the respective implementations in the open-source
cheminformatics package RDKIT (Landrum et al., 2022).
An illustration of this process is presented in Figure 3.

Statistics for covariate and label shift. To evaluate the
extent to which different train-test splits induce covariate
and label shift, we identified a set of suitable two-sample
test statistics and used it to quantify the dissimilarity of the
marginal covariate and label distributions of the respective
training and test sets Dtr = (Xtr,ytr) and Dte = (Xte,yte).

Since ytr and yte consist of binary indicators of antimalar-
ial activity, well-established categorical statistics such as
Fisher’s exact test (Upton, 1992) are applicable. In the fol-
lowing, its negative logarithmic p-value is used as a scalar
indicator of label shift.
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Defining a corresponding statistic to quantify covariate
shift between two sets of molecules is more challenging,
as they constitute disjoint sets of discrete objects. For
this purpose, we used the maximum mean discrepancy
(MMD) metric (Gretton et al., 2012) to quantify the dif-
ference between two samples of molecules as the distance
between the embeddings of their expectations in a repro-
ducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) defined by some
mapping φ : X → H and an associated kernel function
k(xi,xj) = 〈φ(xi), φ(xj)〉H. An empirical estimator of
this statistic is obtained by

MMD2(Xtr,Xte)

= ‖Ex∈Xtr [φ(x)]− Ex∈Xte [φ(x)]‖2H
= Exi,xj∈Xtr [k(xi,xj)] + Exi,xj∈Xte [k(xi,xj)]

− 2Exi∈Xtr,xj∈Xte [k(xi,xj)] ,

using the Jaccard/Tanimoto similarity coefficient

kjac(xi,xj) =
xi ∩ xj

xi ∪ xj
=

〈xi,xj〉
‖xi‖2 + ‖xj‖2 − 〈xi,xj〉

as an appropriate similarity metric, both due to its estab-
lished use in the cheminformatics community (Bajusz et al.,
2015) and the favorable properties of the RKHS that it in-
duces. The MMD statistic is only valid if the mean embed-
ding Ex∈X [φ(x)] is injective, which is the case for strictly
positive definite kernels operating in discrete domains (Borg-
wardt et al., 2006), such as kjac (Bouchard et al., 2013).

Random and scaffold splits. Equipped with the appro-
priate statistical tools to quantify distributional similarities,
we investigated the extent to which different train-test splits
are able to emulate practically relevant covariate and label
shifts, beginning with the two most popular approaches of
splitting data either randomly or by scaffold. While random
splits are commonly used in many domains, they are known
to produce unrealistically optimistic performance estimates
in the context of molecular property prediction. This is
a consequence of the biased composition of many exper-
imental datasets, which often contain structurally similar
compounds from so-called chemical series. As these of-
ten exhibit very similar properties, distributing them evenly
across data splits leads to a de-facto overlap between train-
ing and test sets that incentivizes overfitting and memoriza-
tion (Wallach and Heifets, 2018). Scaffold splits attempt to
mitigate this shortcoming by mapping each molecule to an
overarching compound class—usually its Bemis-Murcko
scaffold (Bemis and Murcko, 1996; 1999)—and splitting the
data so that all molecules of a given scaffold are assigned
to the same partition. However, this approach often results
in a similar pathology, as even molecules with nominally
different scaffolds can exhibit a high degree of structural
and functional similarity, as illustrated in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Even molecules with nominally different Bemis-Murcko
scaffolds can exhibit a high degree of structural and functional
similarity. Depicted are four structurally similar molecules from
our antimalarial dataset that are assigned to four different scaffolds.

Molecular weight and spectral splits. To facilitate the
comparison of models in an extrapolative regime, we ex-
plored two alternative approaches. A straightforward molec-
ular weight split was used to induce data shift by assigning
molecules into training and test sets based on a molecu-
lar weight cut-off, relying on the correlation of molecular
size and binding strength to also induce strong label shift
(Hopkins et al., 2014). More rigorously, we developed a
clustering-based spectral split to generate data splits that
are guaranteed to exhibit maximal covariate shift under the
MMD statistic. By interpreting the Jaccard kernel Gram
matrix Wjac ∈ [0, 1]|XD|×|XD| of a given set of molecules
XD as the weighted adjacency matrix of a fully-connected
similarity graph S, well-established spectral clustering al-
gorithms (Von Luxburg, 2007) can be employed to identify
an optimal partitioning of S that maximizes the similarity
within and minimizes the similarity between partitions.

We present a comparison of the resulting covariate and la-
bel shift statistics in Table 1, which shows that molecular
weight and spectral clustering-based splits generate a sig-
nificantly more extrapolative evaluation setup than random
and scaffold splits. This is substantiated by the qualitative
visualization presented in Figure 4.

Table 1. A summary of the covariate and label shifts induced by
the different train-test splits presented in Section 5.2, using rdkit
and extended-connectivity (EC) fingerprints. Covariate shift is
quantified as the Jaccard kernel-based MMD statistic, while label
shift is quantified as the negative log p-value of Fisher’s exact test.

Split Covariate Shift (rdkit, EC) Label Shift (rdkit, EC)

Random 0.00, 0.00 0.00
Scaffold 0.08, 0.07 4.23
Weight 0.14, 0.10 61.96
Spectral 0.34, 0.25 17.49, 50.05
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Random split. Scaffold split. Molecular weight split. Spectral split.

Figure 4. A visual comparison of the covariate shift induced by different train-test splits using rdkit fingerprints, colored in blue and red
respectively. While random and scaffold splits lead to relatively similar training and test sets, molecular weight and spectral splits induce
significantly stronger covariate shifts. The plots were generated using UMAP dimensionality reduction (McInnes et al., 2018).

5.3. Model Construction, Baselines & Results

Model construction. Using the increasingly data-shifted
splits constructed in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we assessed Q-
SAVI with respect to its ability to improve the predictive
accuracy and calibration of deep learning algorithms un-
der covariate and label shifts. By leveraging the option
to specify both an arbitrary context point distribution pXC

and a prior distribution over parametric function mappings
pf({X,XC};Θ), we used Q-SAVI to encode relevant informa-
tion about both the input domain and the label space of the
problem setup into the model. Specifically, we precomputed
the featurizations of a uniform subsample of the ZINC
database of commercially available compounds (Irwin et al.,
2020) and used them to construct a uniform context point
distribution pXC = U(X̄ ) over a set of 2× 106 syntheti-
cally accessible drug-like molecules X̄ . Additionally, we
used the prior distribution pf({X,XC};Θ) over parametric
mappings to encode an informative function-space prior
that encourages high predictive uncertainty in unexplored
regions of chemical space, counteracting the likelihood term
in Equation (9) to generate better predictive uncertainty
estimates.

Baselines. We compared the performance of the result-
ing probabilistic model to a range of standard baselines
and state-of-the-art pre-training and domain adaptation tech-
niques. The simplest of these models is regularized logistic
regression, which is expected to underperform in an ex-
trapolative regime due to the linearity of its logit function.
While random forest classifiers (Breiman, 2001) represent
a more flexible baseline with strong in-distribution general-
ization guarantees, they generally exhibit coarser decision
boundaries at the fringes of the training distribution that
are unlikely to perform well on covariate-shifted inputs.
Standard deep learning methods such as multi-layer percep-
trons (MLPs) have an even higher representational capacity,
yet also generally underperform under data shift, yielding

both incorrect and highly overconfident predictions (Ovadia
et al., 2019; Koh et al., 2021). Deep ensembles are an ef-
fective technique to improve the predictive performance of
MLPs by averaging the predictive distributions of a set of
independently trained neural networks (Lakshminarayanan
et al., 2017). To investigate the extent to which existing
self-supervised pre-training techniques and more expressive
model architectures impact the performance of deep learning
algorithms in this setting, we fine-tuned graph isomorphism
networks (GINs; Xu et al. (2018)) provided by Hu et al.
(2019) both from scratch and from initializations that were
pre-trained on compounds from the ZINC database using
context prediction and attribute masking objectives. Addi-
tionally, we fine-tuned the graph transformer (GROVER)
proposed by Rong et al. (2020) from a pre-trained initializa-
tion that was optimized on molecules from the ZINC and
ChEMBL databases using self-supervised contextual prop-
erty and graph-level motif prediction techniques. Finally,
we adapted a range of domain adaptation and generalization
techniques, including invariant risk minimization (IRM; Ar-
jovsky et al. (2019)), group-distributionally robust training
(GroupDRO; Sagawa et al. (2019)), domain-adversarial
networks (DANN; Ganin et al. (2016)), and deep correla-
tion alignment (DeepCoral; Sun and Saenko (2016)) from
Ji et al. (2022) who provided them with data split-specific
domain indicators.

Training and evaluation. To facilitate a fair comparison,
we carried out an extensive hyperparameter search for every
model, data split, and featurization. After an initial division
of the data into training and test sets, the same data-splitting
technique was applied again to derive a representative vali-
dation set. The hyperparameter setting with the lowest neg-
ative log-likelihood on that validation set was then used to
train ten independent models using different random seeds.
Full implementation details and hyperparameter ranges are
provided in Appendix B.
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Table 2. An overview of the test set performance of each model for each data split and featurization technique, quantified by the AUC-
ROC (↑) and the BRIER SCORE (↓). All entries indicate the mean and standard errors computed over 10 independent training runs with
different random seeds. The best models within a margin of statistical significance are highlighted in bold.

Model & Featurization Spectral Split Weight Split Scaffold Split Random Split
ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP

A
U

C
-R

O
C

(↑
)

Logistic Regression .583±.000 .551±.000 .626±.000 .632±.000 .684±.000 .698±.000 .704±.000 .687±.000

Random Forest .576±.009 .552±.006 .592±.006 .567±.004 .605±.004 .642±.003 .696±.002 .690±.002

MLP .574±.006 .571±.003 .614±.004 .577±.005 .625±.010 .631±.014 .720±.002 .692±.004

Deep Ensemble .589±.006 .571±.002 .644±.001 .594±.002 .679±.001 .697±.003 .720±.001 .710±.003

GIN .549±.009 .551±.007 .582±.007 .664±.005 .685±.004

GIN (attr masking) .588±.004 .559±.010 .625±.004 .700±.002 .705±.002

GIN (context pred) .541±.005 .566±.009 .621±.003 .674±.003 .713±.003

Grover .574±.002 .544±.006 .623±.003 .689±.003 .701±.001

Q-SAVI .606±.003 .603±.006 .650±.002 .643±.003 .657±.004 .701±.002 .708±.001 .681±.002

B
R

IE
R

S
C

O
R

E
(↓

)

Logistic Regression .131±.000 .111±.000 .051±.000 .049±.000 .101±.000 .100±.000 .087±.000 .088±.000

Random Forest .133±.000 .110±.000 .055±.000 .058±.000 .104±.000 .102±.000 .085±.000 .086±.000

MLP .133±.001 .111±.000 .050±.000 .055±.002 .103±.000 .108±.003 .087±.000 .088±.000

Deep Ensemble .133±.001 .110±.000 .048±.000 .052±.001 .101±.000 .100±.000 .086±.000 .086±.000

GIN .132±.001 .112±.001 .050±.000 .103±.000 .090±.001

GIN (attr masking) .130±.000 .114±.002 .049±.000 .100±.000 .087±.000

GIN (context pred) .134±.000 .113±.001 .050±.000 .101±.000 .087±.000

Grover .134±.001 .111±.001 .049±.000 .101±.000 .088±.000

Q-SAVI .130±.000 .112±.003 .047±.000 .048±.000 .102±.000 .099±.000 .088±.000 .090±.000

Following model training and hyperparameter selection, the
predictive accuracy and calibration of the estimated test-set
label probabilities were characterized by the area under the
ROC curve (AUC-ROC) and the BRIER SCORE, as these
enable the direct comparison of models across test sets with
different label distributions (see Table 2). Additionally, each
algorithm’s performance was characterized by the area un-
der the precision-recall curve (AUC-PRC) and the adaptive
calibration error (ACE; Nixon et al. (2019)), which closely
mirror the AUC-ROC and BRIER SCORE (see Table 5).

Results. The predictive accuracy and calibration metrics
presented in Tables 2 and 5 (see Appendix B.1) demonstrate
that Q-SAVI achieves significant performance gains in an out-
of-distribution setting. On the spectral and molecular weight
splits—the evaluation settings with the strongest covariate
and label shift—Q-SAVI outperformed all other algorithms
by a substantial and statistically significant margin in terms
of predictive accuracy. Similarly, its predictive uncertainty
estimates were significantly better calibrated than all other
algorithms on the molecular weight split and most other
algorithms on the ECFP-based spectral split.

On the substantially less data-shifted scaffold and random
splits, relatively simple machine learning algorithms (e.g.,
random forests and deep ensembles) as well as more so-
phisticated self-supervised pre-training-based approaches
consistently achieved the best predictive performance.

In line with the empirical observations of Ji et al. (2022),
IRM, GroupDRO, DANN, and DeepCoral—domain adapta-
tion and generalization techniques originally developed for
images—were found to perform worse than most other tech-
niques across most splits and featurizations (see Table 5).

5.4. Merck Molecular Activity Challenge

As a complementary assessment of the practical utility of
Q-SAVI, we evaluated the method on the Merck Molecular
Activity Challenge (Ma et al., 2015). Consisting of 15
datasets from real-world production settings, it provides
time-split training and test sets that represent the data shift
encountered throughout a molecular optimization campaign
(Sheridan, 2013). As the compound structures are only
provided in the form of anonymized atom-pair descriptors
in count and bit vector form, using a uniform subsample of
a large chemical database as a context point distribution is
not possible.

Table 3. Covariate and label shift of time-split data from the Merck
Molecular Activity Challenge. Covariate shift is quantified as the
(multi-)set Jaccard kernel-based MMD statistic, while label shift
is quantified as the two-sample Kolmogorov–Smirnov test statistic.

Dataset Label Shift Covariate Shift
Count Vector Bit Vector

HIVPROT 0.579 0.132 0.162
DPP4 0.375 0.112 0.125
NK1 0.419 0.071 0.062
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Table 4. A summary of the test set performance of each model for each of the datasets from the Merck Molecular Activity Challenge,
quantified by the mean squared error (↓). All entries indicate the mean and standard error computed over 10 independent training runs
with different random seeds. The best models within a margin of statistical significance are highlighted in bold.

Model HIVPROT DPP4 NK1
count vector bit vector count vector bit vector count vector bit vector

L1-Regression 1.137±.000 0.714±.000 1.611±.000 1.130±.000 0.482±.000 0.442±.000

L2-Regression 0.999±.000 0.723±.000 1.495±.000 1.143±.000 0.498±.000 0.436±.000

Random Forest 0.815±.009 0.834±.010 1.473±.008 1.461±.012 0.458±.002 0.438±.002

MLP 0.768±.014 2.118±.015 1.393±.024 1.094±.029 0.443±.007 0.399±.006

Q-SAVI 0.682±.019 0.664±.028 1.332±.017 1.028±.027 0.436±.007 0.387±.012

Instead, our evaluation focused on the three most covariate-
and label-shifted datasets (see Table 3), repurposing the
remaining data as an anonymized context point distribution.
All methods were evaluated following the protocol outlined
in Section 5, with full details presented in Appendix C.
The performance metrics for our method and the baseline
algorithms investigated in Ma et al. (2015) are presented
in Table 4, demonstrating that Q-SAVI performs favorably
across every setting and outperforms all other models on the
strongly data-shifted HIVPROT, DPP4, and NK1 datasets
by a substantial and statistically significant margin.

6. Summary and Conclusions
The objective of early-stage drug discovery is to identify
lead compounds that exhibit sufficient evidence of modulat-
ing a given disease phenotype—as well as suitable safety
profiles—to qualify them for further investigation in in-
vivo studies. Computational techniques that reliably predict
the properties of novel molecules in unexplored regions of
chemical space have the potential to substantially acceler-
ate this time- and resource-intensive process. Motivated by
the practical importance of developing such methods, we
derived Q-SAVI, a probabilistic model that allows encod-
ing explicit, problem-informed prior knowledge about the
prediction domain into neural network training.

To construct a robust experimental setup and facilitate a
practically meaningful evaluation of the proposed method,
we carefully pre-processed a high-quality bioactivity dataset
and explored different domain-specific statistics to quan-
tify distribution shifts in this setting. Using these statistics
to highlight the limited extent to which commonly used
random and scaffold splits are able to induce meaningful
covariate and label shifts, we built on two alternative molec-
ular weight- and spectral clustering-based approaches to
construct challenging train-test splits. Leveraging this ex-
trapolative evaluation setup, we demonstrated that using
Q-SAVI to provide neural networks with relevant and con-
textualized information on drug-like chemical space signifi-
cantly improves both the predictive accuracy and calibration
of neural network models, outperforming a range of state-of-

the-art self-supervised pre-training, ensembling, and domain
adaptation techniques.

The main limitation of the proposed method compared to
standard training regimes is its increased computational cost,
due to the amortized cost of having to pre-process a suitable
context point distribution and the direct cost of having to
perform each forward pass over both a mini-batch and a
sample of context points. However, by keeping the size of
each context set sample to be roughly comparable to the size
of each mini-batch, we found this increase in computational
cost to be manageable—especially in comparison to the
computational cost of pre-training and fine-tuning related
self-supervised methods or deep ensembles.

Promising avenues for future work include an investigation
into how using Q-SAVI to specify problem-informed model-
ing preferences may improve the performance of deep learn-
ing algorithms for drug discovery applications that heavily
rely on out-of-distribution generalization. For instance, the
approach could be used to construct an acquisition function
for an active learning loop to propose structural modifica-
tions that optimize the therapeutic properties of an existing
lead compound (Nicolaou et al., 2007; Gómez-Bombarelli
et al., 2018), as Q-SAVI generates robust predictions and
additionally enables researchers to explicitly specify desir-
able exit vectors. It may also accelerate the discovery of
novel compound classes that exhibit similar pharmacologi-
cal properties to already explored molecules (Böhm et al.,
2004; Hu et al., 2017), enabling the optimization of cer-
tain pharmacokinetic properties or the circumvention of
patent restrictions. More broadly, we hope that this work
encourages further research into the utility of probabilis-
tic inference and domain-informed prior distributions over
functions for drug discovery and beyond.
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Appendix

A. Data Curation and Pre-Processing
To generate an appropriate dataset of reliably labeled bioactivity measurements, we retrieved and reprocessed high-throughput
screening data generated by Antonova-Koch et al. (2018) as part of a campaign to discover novel chemoprotective antimalarial
drug candidates.

The authors established a cell-based phenotypic screening pipeline to identify compounds that inhibit the development
of luciferase-expressing liver-stage Plasmodium falciparum parasites. After assaying a commercially-available chemical
library of 538 273 of drug-like small molecules in a single-point primary screen, they selected the 9963 most promising
compounds for a series of confirmatory dose-response screens. Specifically, an 8-point dilution series was used to assess,
in duplicate, the potency and efficacy of each compound in the original assay (Pbluc). Additionally, the tendency of the
assayed compounds to produce false positives and other experimental artifacts was investigated by performing a series
of counter-screens that measure hepatic cytotoxicity (HepG2tox) and interference with the luciferase-based luminescent
readout (Ffluc). The fact that all bioactivity measurements are (1) generated using biological duplicates and (2) associated
with quantitative measures that reflect their likelihood to produce confounding experimental artifacts substantially improves
the reliability of the resulting labels.

To facilitate the integration of bioactivity and counter-screen measurements and make the data more amenable to predictive
modeling, the IC50 values that quantify the concentration at which a molecule produces half of its maximum inhibitory
effect were converted to binary labels. Specifically, all compounds with an IC50 ≤ 1.5µM were denoted as active while all
compounds with an IC50 ≥ 3µM were denoted as inactive, discarding 652 compounds with 1.5µM ≤ IC50 ≤ 3µM and
assigning qualified IC50 values to the appropriate class (see Figure 6 for a diagram of the IC50 distribution and the applied
thresholds).
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Figure 6. A histogram of the distribution of non-qualified Pbluc IC50 values. The green and red vertical lines indicate the thresholds (set
to IC50 = 1.5µM and IC50 = 3µM) that determine whether a compound is assigned to the active or inactive class.

In order to integrate information from the HepG2tox and Ffluc counter-screens and filter out problematic compounds that are
likely false positives or risk confounding the evaluation in other ways, the thresholds outlined in Antonova-Koch et al. (2018)
were applied. In particular, problematic compounds were discarded due to causing hepatotoxicity or assay interference if
their respective IC50 values met at least one of the criteria outlined in Equation (A.1) and Equation (A.2)

HepG2tox IC50 < 2 · Pbluc IC50 ∧ HepG2tox IC50 < cmax (A.1)
Ffluc IC50 < 2 · Pbluc IC50 ∧ Ffluc IC50 < cmax, (A.2)

where cmax denotes the maximum concentration a compound was assayed at. These filtering criteria categorized 764
compounds as inhibiting hepatocyte viability and 446 compounds as interfering with the luminescence readout, including an
overlap of 49. Removing these compounds from the dataset results in a total of 8150 compounds, of which 7301 (90%) are
labeled as inactive and 849 (10%) are labeled as active.
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B. Additional Experimental Details
This section provides additional implementational details of our experimental setup. Appendix B.1 presents the test set
performance of each model under different data splitting and featurization techniques using the AUC-PRC and the ACE
scores. Additional experimental details are provided in Appendix B.2, describing the implementation and hyperparameter
screening ranges for each model in our empirical evaluation, namely logistic regression (Appendix B.2.1), random forest
classifiers (Appendix B.2.2), multi-layer perceptrons (Appendix B.2.3), deep ensembles (Appendix B.2.4), pre-trained
graph neural networks (Appendix B.2.5), GROVER (Appendix B.2.6), various domain adaptation and generalization
techniques (Appendix B.2.7), and Q-SAVI (Appendix B.2.8). Detailed ablation plots that explore the influence of different
hyperparameters on the performance of Q-SAVI are presented in Appendix B.3.

All experiments and analyses were performed in Python (Van Rossum and Drake Jr, 1995), using a range of general-purpose
packages to aid model development and analysis (Harris et al., 2020; Waskom, 2021; Wes McKinney, 2010; Virtanen et al.,
2020). All code that is necessary to reproduce the results presented in this work is available in the following repository:
https://github.com/leojklarner/Q-SAVI.

B.1. Test Set Performances in AUC-PRC and ACE

Following model training and hyperparameter selection, the predictive accuracy and calibration of the estimated test-set label
probabilities were assessed using the area under the ROC curve (AUC-ROC) and the Brier score. These metrics allow for a
direct comparison of models across test sets with different label distributions (see Table 2). In addition, the performance
of each algorithm was evaluated using the area under the precision-recall curve (AUC-PRC) and the adaptive calibration
error (ACE; Nixon et al. (2019)). AUC-PRC and ACE are particularly well-suited for imbalanced datasets, and provide
a characterization of model performance that closely aligns with AUC-ROC and BRIER SCORE (see Table 5). Note that
their performance is not comparable across data splits, as it depends on the label distribution of a given test set—while the
AUC-ROC of a no-skill classifier is 0.5, its AUC-PRC is given by the positive label probability p(y = 1) of the test set.

Table 5. An overview of the test set performance of each model for each data splitting and featurization technique, quantified by the
AUC-PRC (↑) and the ACE (↓) scores. All entries indicate the mean and standard error computed over 10 independent training runs with
different random seeds. The best models within a margin of statistical significance are highlighted in bold.

Model & Featurization Spectral Split Weight Split Scaffold Split Random Split
ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP ECFP rdkitFP

A
U

C
-P

R
C

(↑
)

Logistic Regression .211±.000 .140±.000 .106±.000 .112±.000 .211±.000 .211±.000 .248±.000 .225±.000

Random Forest .207±.005 .141±.002 .090±.002 .089±.003 .165±.002 .200±.002 .292±.002 .294±.002

MLP .208±.003 .144±.001 .090±.003 .089±.004 .180±.005 .184±.007 .270±.004 .233±.006

Deep Ensemble .217±.003 .144±.001 .114±.001 .102±.003 .209±.002 .209±.002 .288±.002 .266±.004

GIN .183±.006 .149±.005 .082±.004 .202±.005 .218±.005

GIN (attr masking) .192±.003 .152±.005 .108±.003 .245±.004 .251±.003

GIN (context pred) .188±.004 .152±.004 .098±.002 .206±.005 .254±.005

Grover .199±.001 .139±.002 .106±.001 .204±.004 .227±.003

IRM .154±.004 .145±.004 .086±.004 .178±.005 .176±.004

GroupDRO .166±.003 .159±.002 .102±.003 .202±.003 .172±.005

DANN .156±.003 .155±.005 .095±.005 .184±.004 .202±.003

DeepCoral .154±.004 .151±.004 .091±.003 .194±.003 .212±.003

Q-SAVI .221±.003 .165±.004 .121±.002 .111±.003 .197±.003 .216±.003 .239±.002 .208±.004

A
C

E
(↓

)

Logistic Regression .061±.000 .055±.000 .041±.000 .034±.000 .026±.000 .025±.000 .018±.000 .024±.000

Random Forest .078±.001 .033±.001 .074±.001 .087±.001 .029±.001 .025±.001 .016±.001 .035±.001

MLP .079±.003 .052±.003 .035±.003 .055±.007 .029±.002 .044±.011 .029±.001 .026±.002

Deep Ensemble .078±.004 .050±.001 .025±.001 .053±.005 .022±.001 .025±.001 .023±.001 .019±.001

GIN .064±.004 .047±.007 .036±.003 .033±.003 .026±.003

GIN (attr masking) .053±.002 .057±.009 .038±.002 .030±.001 .020±.001

GIN (context pred) .078±.002 .051±.005 .034±.003 .028±.002 .015±.001

Grover .074±.004 .035±.002 .036±.002 .038±.002 .020±.001

IRM .071±.003 .067±.002 .044±.002 .035±.001 .024±.002

GroupDRO .060±.003 .035±.003 .039±.002 .036±.002 .026±.001

DANN .057±.002 .046±.003 .035±.003 .028±.001 .030±.002

DeepCoral .097±.006 .035±.002 .041±.004 .036±.002 .026±.002

Q-SAVI .052±.001 .043±.013 .015±.001 .016±.001 .036±0.002 .025±.002 .021±.001 .024±.002
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B.2. Model Implementations and Hyperparameter Ranges

To ensure a fair and meaningful comparison of the evaluated machine learning models, the hyperparameters of each
algorithm were independently optimized for every data split and featurization technique. The following sections provide
comprehensive details about the implementation and hyperparameter ranges used for each model in our empirical evaluation.

• Logistic Regression (Section B.2.1)
• Random Forest Classifiers (Section B.2.2)
• Multi-layer Perceptrons (Section B.2.3)
• Deep Ensembles (Section B.2.4)
• Pre-trained Graph Neural Networks (Section B.2.5)
• GROVER (Section B.2.6)
• Domain Adaptation and Generalization Techniques (Section B.2.7)
• Our Probabilistic Regularization Scheme (Section B.2.8)

B.2.1. LOGISTIC REGRESSION

The logistic regression models were trained with the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) using the LIBLINEAR
solver (Fan et al., 2008) with a maximum of 1000 iterations and a stopping tolerance of 1× 10−4. They were independently
fit for all hyperparameter combinations specified inTable 6, using the combination with the best unweighted validation set
log-likelihood to choose the best hyperparameter setting to evaluate on the held-out test set.

Table 6. Hyperparameters for Logistic Regression

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Linear Regression regularization type `1, `2
regularization strength 1.0× 10−4, 2.6× 10−4 . . . , 3.8× 103, 1.0× 104

class weight none, balanced

B.2.2. RANDOM FOREST CLASSIFIERS

The random forest models were trained with the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011) using 100 decision trees and
the GINI splitting criterion. They were independently fit for all hyperparameter combinations specified in Table 7, using the
combination with the best unweighted validation set log-likelihood to choose the best hyperparameter setting to evaluate on
the held-out test set.

Table 7. Hyperparameters for Random Forest Classifiers

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Random Forest maximum depth 5, 15, 26, 36, 47, 57, 68, 78, 89, 100
min. samples per split 5, 15, 50, 100
min. samples per leaf 1, 5, 10, 30, 100
class weight none, balanced
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B.2.3. MULTI-LAYER PERCEPTRONS

The multi-layer perceptrons were implemented with the PyTorch library (Paszke et al., 2019), using rectified linear units
(Nair and Hinton, 2010) as activation functions. Their weights were initialized using a Normal distributionN (0, 1) truncated
at ±2σ, with biases initialized at zero. These parameters were optimized on the training set using the ADAMW stochastic
gradient descent optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a batch size of 128 and the cross-entropy loss for a maximum
of 500 epochs, using early stopping to terminate training if the unweighted log-likelihood on the validation set did not
decrease for more than 10 epochs, reverting to the checkpoint with best validation set log-likelihood for evaluating their
performance for hyperparameter optimization and the subsequent on the held-out test set. Batch normalization and dropout
were applied after the ReLU non-lineary. The full hyperparameter search space is presented in Table 8.

Table 8. Hyperparameters for Multi-layer Perceptrons

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Multi-layer Perceptron learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

weight decay 1× 10−3, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1

number of layers 2, 4, 6
embedding dimension 32, 64
batch normalization (BN) yes, no
BN running statistics yes, no
dropout 0.0, 0.2, 0.5
class weight none, balanced

B.2.4. DEEP ENSEMBLES

The deep ensembles were trained using an identical setup to the multi-layer perceptrons, with the distinction that M = 5
independent networks were trained with different random seeds and evaluated with respect to their average log-likelihood
on the validation set. Similarly, at inference time the class probabilities were averaged across ensembles. The full
hyperparameter search space is presented in Table 9 and is identical to Table 8.

Table 9. Hyperparameters for Deep Ensembles

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Deep Ensemble learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

weight decay 1× 10−3, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1

number of layers 2, 4, 6
embedding dimension 32, 64
batch normalization (BN) yes, no
BN running statistics yes, no
dropout 0.0, 0.2, 0.5
class weight none, balanced
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B.2.5. PRE-TRAINED GRAPH NEURAL NETWORKS

The graph featurization pipeline, architectures, and pre-trained initializations of the graph isomorphism networks presented
in Hu et al. (2019) were retrieved from the paper’s official GitHub repository and fine-tuned on the training set using the
ADAMW optimizer (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a batch size of 128 and the cross-entropy loss for a maximum
of 500 epochs, using early stopping to terminate training if the unweighted log-likelihood on the validation set did not
decrease for more than 10 epochs and reverting to the checkpoint with best validation set log-likelihood for evaluating their
performance for hyperparameter optimization and the subsequent on the held-out test set. The full hyperparameter search
space is presented in Table 10. The pre-trained initializations were provided for networks with 5 layers of 300 hidden units,
set up using batch normalization with running statistics.

Table 10. Hyperparameters for Pre-trained GINs

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Pre-trained GINs learning rate 1× 10−4, 3× 10−3, 1× 10−3, 3× 10−3, 1× 10−2

weight decay 1× 10−3, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1

dropout 0.0, 0.2, 0.5
class weight none, balanced

B.2.6. GROVER

All code, models, and initializations required to fine-tune the pre-trained graph transformers presented in Rong et al. (2020)
was retrieved from the paper’s official GitHub repository and fine-tuned on the training set with a batch size of 128 for a
maximum of 500 epochs, using early stopping to terminate training if the unweighted log-likelihood on the validation set did
not decrease for more than 10 epochs and reverting to the checkpoint with best validation set log-likelihood for evaluating
their performance for hyperparameter optimization and the held-out test set. The hyperparameters specifying the number of
layers and their embedding dimension indicate the size of the MLP fit on top of the pre-trained molecular representations
produced by the GROVER base model and were chosen to be identical to the other MLP-based deep learning algorithms.
The full hyperparameter search space is presented in Table 11.

Table 11. Hyperparameters for GROVER

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

GROVER learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

weight decay 1× 10−3, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1

dropout 0.0, 0.2, 0.5
number of layers 2, 4, 6
embedding dimension 32, 64
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B.2.7. DOMAIN ADAPTATION TECHNIQUES

All code and featurization utilities required to run the evaluated domain adaptation and generalization techniques, namely
invariant risk minimization (IRM), group-distributionally robust training (GroupDRO), domain-adversarial networks
(DANN) and deep correlation alignment (DeepCoral), were adapted from Ji et al. (2022) and provided with data split-
specific domain indicators. For this, the training set was additionally split into three domains, either using spectral clustering,
molecular weight thresholds, a grouped scaffold split, or random partitions. All models used the default architecture choice
in Ji et al. (2022)—a graph isomorphism network with 4 layers and 128 hidden units—and trained according to the respective
optimization procedures. The full hyperparameter range is presented in Table 12.

Table 12. Hyperparameters for Domain Adaptation Techniques

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

IRM/GroupDRO/DANN/DeepCoral learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

weight decay 1× 10−3, 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1

dropout 0.0, 0.2, 0.5

B.2.8. Q-SAVI

The models based on our probabilistic regularization scheme were trained using the implementation of the local linearization
scheme presented in Rudner et al. (2022a;b) provided by the authors and using the exact same architecture, initialization,
and optimization procedures as for the multi-layer perceptrons and deep ensembles—differing only in the objective function.
Specifically, at each gradient step iteration, a sample of M molecules (where M is a hyperparameter) was drawn from a
uniform distribution over the ZINC database (Irwin et al., 2020), providing a set of context points on which to evaluate the
objective in Equation (9), using the Bernoulli likelihood to specify log p(yD | f(xD;θ)). To construct a prior distribution
over parametric function mappings pf({X,XC};Θ) that maximizes predictive uncertainty away from the training data, it was
defined as a distribution over functions with a logit-space mean vector of approximately zero and minimal structure in the
off-diagonal entries of its covariance matrix. We refer to our code repository for further implementational details. The full
hyperparameter search space is presented in Table 13.

Table 13. Hyperparameters for Our Model

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Q-SAVI learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

number of layers 2, 4, 6
embedding dimension 32, 64
prior variance 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1, 1, 1× 101, 1× 102

context points per sample 16, 128
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B.3. Ablation Studies

To understand the impact of different hyperparameters on the performance of our proposed probabilistic regularization
scheme, we conducted a series of ablation experiments. In these experiments, we systematically varied the hyperparameters
relevant to evaluating the objective in Equation (9)—namely the prior variance and the number of sampled context points—
while keeping others fixed, and measured their effects on the test set AUC-ROC and BRIER SCORE. The resulting ablation
plots are presented in Figures 7 and 8 and show that larger prior covariances are strongly correlated with more robust test-set
performances across splits—while the effect of larger context point samples is less pronounced.
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Figure 7. Effect of (log) prior variance on the test set performance metrics.
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(a) Ablation plot showing the effect of the number of con-
text points on the test set AUC-ROC.
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Figure 8. Effect of the number of context points on the test set performance metrics.
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C. Additional Experimental Details for the Merck Molecular Activity Challenge Data
In order to assess the practical utility of our method in real-world production settings, an evaluation on the Merck Molecular
Activity Challenge datasets (Ma et al., 2015) was conducted. This data consists of 15 datasets from real-world production
environments with time-split training and test sets. As the compound structures are only provided in the form of anonymized
atom-pair descriptors, it is not possible to use a uniform subsample of a large chemical database as a context point
distribution. Instead, the evaluation focused on the three most covariate- and label-shifted datasets, see Figure 9, using a
uniform distribution over molecules from the remaining datasets as a context point distribution. To select these datasets, the
multiset version of the standard Jaccard/Tanimoto index

kjac-multiset(x,y) =

∑
i min(xi,yi)∑
i max(xi,yi)

was used to evaluate the MMD statistic between two sets of count vectors and quantify covariate shift. Label shift between
the regression targets of every training and test set was quantified through the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistic.
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Figure 9. Scatterplot illustrating the covariate and label shifts in the Merck Molecular Activity Challenge datasets
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Figure 10. Heatmap illustrating the pairwise overlap between differ-
ent datasets from the Merck Molecular Activity Challenge, defined
as the proportion of molecules from the smaller dataset that are found
in the larger dataset, i.e., |X1 ∪X2|/min(|X1|, |X2|)

As shown in Figure 10, the direct overlap between the
HIVPROT, NK1, and DPP4 datasets with the remain-
ing data is minimal, warranting its use as a general and
diverse context point distribution. Using this evaluation
setup, 10% of the training sets was randomly split off as a
validation set for hyperparameter optimization and, where
applicable, early stopping. Model-specific details are
outlined below, including implementational details and
hyperparameter ranges for regularized linear regressions
(Appendix C.1), random forest regressors (Appendix C.2),
and an adapted version of our probabilistic regularization
scheme (Appendix C.3).
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C.1. Regularized Linear Regression

The regularized linear regression models were trained using the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The
LIBLINEAR solver (Fan et al., 2008) was employed with a maximum of 1,000 iterations and a stopping tolerance of
1× 10−4. The models were independently fitted for all specified hyperparameter combinations presented in Table 14. The
combination yielding the lowest validation set mean squared error was selected to evaluate the model on the held-out test set.

Table 14. Hyperparameters for L− 1 and L2-Regularized Linear Regression

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Linear Regression regularization type `1, `2
regularization strength 100 values spaced log-linearly in [1× 10−4, 1× 104]

C.2. Random Forest Regressors

The random forest regression models were trained using the scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011). The models
consisted of 100 decision trees with the GINI splitting criterion. Each model was independently fitted for all specified
hyperparameter combinations shown in Table 15. The combination with the lowest validation set mean squared error was
selected to evaluate the model on the held-out test set.

Table 15. Hyperparameters for Random Forest Regressor

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Random Forest maximum depth 50 values spaced linearly in [5, 500]
min. samples per split 5, 15, 50, 100
min. samples per leaf 1, 5, 10, 30, 100

C.3. Q-SAVI

The regression variant of our probabilistic regularization scheme was set up identically to the classification variant described
in Appendix B.2.8, the only difference being the likelihood function used to evaluate Equation (9). Instead of specifying
log p(yD | f(xD;θ)) as a Bernoulli likelihood, a homoscedastic multivariate Normal likelihood with a unit diagonal
covariance matrix was used. While a more expressive approach of either optimizing the covariance as a hyperparameter or
letting the network predict point-wise means and variances to use in combination with a heteroscedastic likelihood function
is possible, this straightforward method was found to be sufficient in this context. The full hyperparameter search space is
presented in Table 16 and is identical to that in Table 13.

Table 16. Hyperparameters for Our Model

Model Hyperparameter Search Space

Ours learning rate 1× 10−4, 1× 10−3

number of layers 2, 4, 6
embedding dimension 32, 64
prior variance 1× 10−2, 1× 10−1, 1, 1× 101, 1× 102

context points per sample 16, 128
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